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FOREWORD

At last, I can finish my project with the title: Queue System for Bank Customer Service Using Web. So in this opportunity, I would like to thanks:

- To my almighty Lord Jesus Christ, who never leave me and always guide me to finish my project.

- To my mom, dad, and my sister, who always pray for me and give me support to finish my project. Mom, I dedicated this project to you.

- To Mr. Suyanto EA, Ir, M.Sc, as my supervisor for helping, guiding, and giving me the brilliant ideas so this project can be finished.

- To my dearest Meme, who always supporting me to finish this project. I dedicated this project for you too.

- To all my friends, Iwan, Purnomo, and so on, for helping me in this project.

Last, I apologize if there are mistakes at finishing my project and writing this report. Therefore, critics and suggestions are expected.

Semarang, 14 Januari 2011

Ariyanto Adisubroto
ABSTRACTION

This time, there is a conventional method to queuing to meet the customer services in bank. People take the number from machine, then wait until the machine call his number. After that, the customer services must ask the name of the customer. This is the conventional method. Now, I try to make a program that not conventional like most bank.

My project title is Queue System for Bank Customer Service Using Web. So, it uses web page to open it. There is some program in my project. First, customers came to the bank and fill their name in the computer. Then, the server processes their data and gives their number to queue. My project using FIFO (First In First Out) data structure, so the customer who came first will get smaller number, and will serve first. In my project, I use text file to save and load customer’s data. So the program will automatically read and write the text files. Then, in customer service computer, it will display the name of the customer that meets her. Then, the customer services call the customer that display in their monitor using microphone.

So, in my project, there will no longer conventional method of queuing system to meet the customer service in bank. Because I use html code and C language, so this program only can be opened on web page using localhost. This project could be a revolutionary system to the queue system in bank.
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